
1.  

Anna Wrap  
  

Classic cables and bobbles flirt with dropped stitches and fluted edges for an elegant reversible wrap.  

Wear it forwards or backwards, twisted like a moebius or not.  

The laced ends let you play as you like.  

Finished Measurements:  
12" wide x 45" or desired length  

Gauge:  

Approximately 3 sts/inch in stockinette on  

US10/6mm needles  

Materials:  
540 yards of yarn of your choice,  

US 1O/6mm needle or size to obtain gauge,  

2 yards of ribbon  

Yarn Suggestions:  

Brown Sheep Lamb's Pride Worsted  

Cascade Yarns Pastaza  

Classic Elite Ba.z.ic Woo], Duchess, Montera  

Colinette Skye, Prism  

Filatura di Crosa Love, Primo, Zara Plus (shown)  

Manos Del Uruguay Wool  

Nashua Creative Focus Chunky  

Design Notes  
This flirty little reversible wrap is fun to make - in your choice of luxurious fibers - and easy to size. The length is  
up to you and can vary depending on whether you twist it into a moebius or not. Measure as you go for a snug  
shoulder fit. The width won't be apparent until you bind off and drop four stitches so don't worry if it seems quite  
narrow as you knit it.  

The ribbed cables although reversible are worked on just one side. The bobbles and twisted edges, however, are  
worked on both sides. The pattern refers to right side and wrong side for ease of direction even though there is no  
such thing when you wear it.  

The eyelets at each end provide the option of lacing, as shown, gathering, twisting or whatever strikes your fancy.  
Or if you prefer, just keep knitting to make it long and luxurious to wear as a traditional wrap without the eyelets.  
So have fun knitting, designing and wearing your Anna Wrap.  

Definitions K: Knit P: Purl, St: Stitch, Sts: Stitches  
 

PATTERN:  
Cast on 68 sts with a long tail cast on.  
Work row 1 (bottom row) of the Eyelet Chart going  from left to right (wrong side row).   
Create eyelets on the second (top) row. Follow the  chart going from right to left (right side row):   
Kl, [YO, k2tog] 5 times, p3, kl, [YO, k2tog] 2 times,  
kl, [YO, k2tog] 2 times, p3, kl, [YO, k2tog] 3 times,  
kl, [YO, k2tog] 3 times, p3, kl, [YO, k2tog] 2 times,  
kl, [YO, k2tog] 2 times, p3, kl, [YO, k2tog] 5 times.  

 
Start the body on Row 2 of the Pattern Chart (wrong side row) going from left to right. The key below the  
charts indicates when to repeat the twists, bobbles and cables. Work until piece is 45" or length needed  
to fit around your shoulders snuggly. The lacing can  
 



 

provide extra give so don't be too generous. End four rows beyond a twist or cable and the completion of a  
wrong side row. Repeat the eyelet row (top) of the Eyelet Chart on a right side row. Then work the  
bottom row of the Eyelet Chart (wrong side, left to right). Bind off in pattern on the following row  
dropping the middle purl st in each purl 3 group marked with a '* in the chart below as follows: Bind  
off to the designated stitch. Push the stitch off the left needle and let it run to and through the cast on.  
Elongate the stitch on the right needle to "bridge the gap" made by the dropped stitch. Knit the next  
stitch on the left needle without tightening the yarn across the gap. Bind off the elongated stitch on the  
right needle and continue to bind off as usual to the next dropped stitch and repeat across the row.  
 

 


